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President’s
Message
In the last issue of The Chronicle, I addressed the 45th anniversary of the
Jewish Museum and Archives of BC and highlighted Cyril Leonoff’s visionary
role as founder. Unfortunately, on April 7th of this year, Cyril passed away.
His influence in ensuring the documentation of the history of the Jewish
people of British Columbia and their contribution to the life of the province is
extraordinary and will be felt for generations to come. Everything we do is a
result of Cyril’s influence for which we will be forever grateful.
At the JMABC we work to collect and document the full history of Jewish
people throughout BC. As part of this process, our recent issues of our
annual journal The Scribe have detailed Jews in the furniture, scrap metal
and retail clothing business. The next Scribe will report on the Mountain
View Jewish cemetery and other cemeteries in BC with very interesting
accompanying stories. We have even begun preliminary planning for the
following Scribe, which is to focus on Jews in the restaurant and food services
industry.
In the meantime, this is the year, not only of the Olympic Games but also
of the 19th Maccabi games in Stamford Connecticut or St. Louis Missouri.
Vancouver involvement in these annual games is part of the fascinating
athletic history of BC Jews. In 2006, Vancouver was one of the hosts with
more than 1,600 athletes coming to Vancouver to compete.This year, the
games in Fort Lauderdale, Florida included 13 participants from Vancouver
and Coquitlam.
Members of the local Jewish community have been very involved in both
amateur and professional sports for generations. Some examples include
golf, tennis, skiing, curling and even Canadian professional football. Dr. Bud
Wolochow z’l participated as a target shooter in both the Pan American and
Maccabi games; Peter Bakonyi z’l represented Canada in fencing in the 1968
Olympic Games in Mexico. More recently, Ben Remocker competed in sailing
in the 2008 Olympics. Karen James competed as a swimmer at the 1972
Olympic Games in Munich. During these games, eleven Israeli athletes were
held hostage. Karen’s experience as a young Jewish athlete at these games is
documented in the 2009 issue of The Scribe.

The Jewish Vancouverites who have been both acclaimed
and unsung heroes in athletics going back decades are
too numerous to mention. However, of special note is the
early success of Lions Gate B’nai B’rith softball teams
as International champions in 1955, 1956, and 1958.
So, how important is all of this? How can we decide
what to do next – how to live – if we can’t remember the
accomplishments of our predecessors; who we are and
where we come from? Being a member of the JMABC
can be a wonderful memory-aide. All members receive
complimentary issues of The Chronicle and The Scribe.
The Chronicle provides news on an ongoing basis of
the accomplishments of our society and staff. The
annual Scribe has become a much-in-demand journal
documenting the achievements of our community.
As a registered non-profit, the JMABC receives support
from the Jewish Federation of Greater Vancouver and
other foundations. However, we still depend on the
generous support of our members and supporters
to enable us to complete our important work. We are
grateful to our members for more than forty-five years
of support and count on membership renewals, new
members and ongoing contributions.
Perry Seidelman
President
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From
Shmata to
Chic
May 15, 2016
King David
High School

With sunlight streaming through
the tall windows of Kind David
High School’s atrium, 200
JMABC members and supporters
gathered to view a selection
of historic apparel. Curated by
the incomparable local fashion
historian, Ivan Sayers, this
collection hopscotched through the
early and mid-twentieth century.
We saw party dresses from the
1920s and 1960s, work clothes from
the Second World War, and elegant
evening gowns from the 1940s.
The whole event was hosted by
the comedic duo of siblings David
Goldman and Penny Sprackman,
whose banter kept the crowd in
stitches. Amidst all the laughs,
Penny and David shared memories
of their father, Murray Goldman,
one of the local fashion legends
featured in the most recent issue of
our annual journal, The Scribe.
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The 2015/16 issue of The Scribe
pays tribute to the Jewish pioneers
of the Clothing Industry in BC.
This issue draws upon twentyeight oral histories carried out
with representatives of the local
fashion industry for the BC Jewish
Community Archives. Jewish
involvement in this industry spans a
century and - in some cases - three
generations of continuous family
involvement. What better way to
celebrate the launch of this issue
than with a fashion show taking us
through the changing fashions?

Collecting
South
African
Memories
The Jewish Museum and Archives of BC is very pleased
to announce the launch of the South African Diaspora
Oral History Project.
With this initiative we are aiming to gather oral histories
representing the story of more than 1,000 Jews who
have immigrated from South Africa. Over the past three
decades in particular, this community has grown steadily
and these South African Jews have increasingly taken on
leadership roles in the broader Jewish community. It is
of the utmost importance that the JMABC Oral History
Collection reflect this presence.
For more than 45 years, the JMABC has collected
oral histories chronicling the life stories of Jews living
in BC. To date, this collection has grown to over 750
recordings, a staggering and truly impressive number.
But our work is not yet done, the Oral History Collection
is forever growing. There are many underrepresented
groups, including Jews originating in South Africa and
the neighbouring countries of Lesotho, Zimbabwe, and
Namibia to name a few.
These interviews will form a valuable resource for
future generations, researchers, and anyone seeking to
better understand the diversity of our community. As it
stands, our existing oral history collection has formed
the bedrock of many of our online exhibits and our three
walking tours. First-hand accounts provide insights into
the past in a way that cannot be replicated through
academic prose.

You can help us develop this collection by volunteering to be interviewed, be
an interviewer, or by nominating someone to be interviewed.
The JMABC will host two sets of training workshops this fall to familiarize
volunteer interviewers with digital recording technology and equip them with
the necessary skills to carry out oral history interviews. If you would like to
attend these workshops, or would like to nominate an interviewee, please
contact the office at:
604-257-5199 or info@jewishmuseum.ca
(Please specify which pair of training sessions you’re available to attend).

Tuesday & Thursday, November 1st & 3rd
4:00 pm - 6:00 pm
at the JMABC
6184 Ash Street
Monday & Wednesday, November 14th & 16th
4:00 pm - 6:00 pm
at the JMABC
6184 Ash Street

A recent survey by Jewish Federation finds 895 members of the Jewish community cite South Africa as their country of birth. This number
does not include their Canadian-born children.
*
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From the Archives
ARCHIVES
Thanks to our volunteers and student assistants we’ve
been busy processing archival collections including: the
Fromson fonds, the Shirley and Sol Kort fonds, and the
Canadian Jewish Outlook magazine collection. Look for
those finding aids to be uploaded to our archives website
soon!
This spring also saw the digitization of two collections:
the Seidelman family fonds (which feature Private
Edward Joseph Seidelman’s letters home from the
frontlines of WW1), and the Mountain View Cemetery
Restoration Committee fonds (the committee spent
the last three years working to restore the Jewish
cemetery). Work continues to get more of the Fred
Schiffer Photography fonds digitized and uploaded to our
website, among many others.
Some other interesting donations from this year:

ORAL HISTORY PROGRAM
2016 has been another busy year for the oral history
program at the JMABC. We’ve conducted 28 interviews
in the first 8 months of the year, bringing our grand total
of interviews to 760. Interviewees include:
Roberta Beiser, Zach Berman and Ryan Slater, Veronik
Campbell, Sophie Cymbalista & Etta Klausner & Cal Shell,
Barb Druxerman, Dr. Peter Dodek, Noam Dolgin, Miriam
Filosoff, Debby Freiman, Sylvia Friedman, Wendy Fouks,
Karen Glanzberg, Ben Groberman, Shelley Goldberg and
Nadine Katz, Carol Herbert, Gala Ivker, Simon Kahlon,
Miriam Karp, Gerald Leconvin and family, Zohar Levin,
Janice Masur, Susy Segal, Mahla Shapiro, Mendel Skulski,
Nico Slobinsky, Tevie Smith, Hazel Stevens, Eva Swartz,
Rita and Marvin Weintraub, Cindy Wine, William Wolff,
Rabbi Shmulik Yeshayahu, and Jeffrey Yoskowitz.
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•

Canadian Jewish Outlook magazine – our
neighbours downstairs in the Peretz Centre, the
Outlook offices sadly closed their doors earlier
this year. A complete catalog of their past issues,
plus photographs, clippings, and original art, is
now safe and cared for in our archives.

•

A copy of the “New Council Cookbook” from 1953,
sent from Dina Tanners in Seattle.

•

Hadassah Herzeliah Chapter minute book, with
minutes from 1949 to the 1960’s, from David
Batist in Victoria.

•

Talmud Torah workbooks from the 1950’s from
Joel Altman, a longtime Vancouverite.

These are just a few of the donations we’ve received.
Don’t forget, no collection is too big or too small for the
archives, from a handful of photos to boxes of notes,
speeches, and letters; we want to see it all!
Alysa Routtenberg
Archivist

Alexa Barran
Archives Assistant
I am currently pursuing a dual degree in
Archival studies and Library Information
studies at UBC’s iSchool. This summer I
have been given the opportunity to work
as an Archives Assistant at the Jewish
Museum and Archives of British Columbia
through the Young Canada Works
program.
The majority of my time at the JMABC has
been spent transferring Fred Schiffer’s
photograph collection from the previously
used software (PastPerfect) onto the new
JMABC website equipped with an archival
description software called AtoM. The
main purpose for transferring to the new
AtoM based site is that this new software
enables the public to access these
photographs and other digitized materials
online from outside of the archives, and
I feel very privileged to have been a part
of helping make these photographs more
widely accessible to the public.
When not interacting with Schiffer’s
collection I have worked on processing
and condensing several different recently
donated collections including the Canadian
Jewish Outlook fonds, and the Fromson
fonds.

in its years of operation. Being able
to view this collection as a whole has
given me fascinating insight into how
the magazine evolved, both ideologically
and aesthetically, over the course of its
lifespan.
The Fromson fonds proved to be an
equally compelling collection to organize.
It consists primarily of love letters and
photographs exchanged between Ralph
& Ann Fromson during their courtship
in the 1930’s when she lived in Victoria/
Vancouver and he lived in Montreal. The
correspondence resumes later in their
marriage when Ralph is dispatched to
Saskatchewan as part of the auxiliary
forces in WWII. This collection gives
intriguing glimpses of life and love in
Canada in the 1930’s, but also insight
into some of the daily experiences of the
Canadian auxiliary forces in WWII.
I am so grateful to the JMABC for having
given me the opportunity to gain some
experience in the archival field. My time
at the JMABC has taught me a great deal
about how to manage digital data, and has
familiarized me with the types of software
employed in order to maintain archival
material in the digital age.

The Canadian Jewish Outlook collection
was donated to the JMABC when the
magazine shut down earlier this year,
and consists of all of the published
magazine issues, drafts, and other
materials acquired by the magazine
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Sustaining Our
Community Archives
community organizations such as the Jewish Food Bank
For those who don’t know, the Archives are housed in
Richmond, in a climate-controlled, earthquake-proof
facility. They are professionally cared for, and access to
them is carefully controlled. I say all this, because I want
to impress on you the long-term nature of our Archives.
The hope is that many future generations, long after
we are all gone, will have access to the complexity and
richness of Jewish life in BC.
The Archives is not designed for casual visitors, but we
have arranged, as part of the campaign, for our archivist
to lead a number of tours of the facility. Some have been
by invitation, and others by request. In all cases, the
principles I mentioned above (valuable, special, worth
preserving) have resonated with the visitors, and they
have all agreed to help us with this campaign.

Those who are avid followers of my articles and annual
treasurer reports will know that humour is my preferred
style. When I was young, Shalom Aleichem was one of my
all-time favourite authors. One of the greatest Jewish
jokes of all times (the punch line: “It’s obvious!”) is based
on a Shalom Aleichem short story. But for the rest of
this article, I will be, for a change, more serious. However,
if you want to know the joke itself, then come and speak
to me at one of our events, and I will happily tell it to you.
Even though you know the punch line, you will laugh guaranteed.
But, I digress. Let me get serious.
As you probably know, we launched the Sustainers of
the Archives campaign in May. Our goal is to reach or
surpass $130,000/year. We are well on our way (over
$78,000 received already), but it is important that we
achieve our goal before the year is out.
Our campaign has been predicated on three core
principles:
•

what we have is valuable;

•

what we have is special; and

•

what we have is worth preserving.

The Archives house a variety of material with the
unifying theme of keeping a record of Jewish life in
British Columbia. We are in contact with all Jewish
organizations in the province, helping them with
their archival needs. This includes (but is not limited
to) synagogues, businesses, families, and non-profit
7

But we are not there yet, and this is where (many of)
you come in. I do not think I would have any trouble
convincing you that our collection is worth preserving.
But can I persuade you of the implied extra principle: we
all need to help for the Archives to thrive?
If you are not yet signed up, please do so soon. We
welcome your pledge or contribution at any of the levels
of the campaign. Every supporter who pledges just $50 a
year for three years will help us reach the goal.
It is easy to sign up online at jewishmuseum.ca or by
phone or in person to our office.
For those people who have already become sustainers,
a huge thank you from me on behalf of countless people
whose stories and memories are being preserved,
protected and told by our wonderful organization, The
BC Jewish Community Archives.
Michael Levy
Campaign Chair

Two New
Research
Prizes

The JMABC
Annual Essay Prize

The Krieger Annual
Photography Prize

The Jewish Museum and Archives of BC is pleased to welcome
submissions to the innaugural JMABC Annual Essay Prize.

The Jewish Museum and Archives of BC is pleased to announce the
innaugural Krieger Annual Photography Prize.

This prize will be awarded to new scholarly work that makes
substantial use of the BC Jewish Community Archives. Such work
enhances our understanding of our community’s history, and of
the place of this history in the broader context of Canadian Jewish
History. For these reasons, we are pleased to offer this opportunity
to researchers working to expand understanding of our collective
past.

This prize celebrates original photographic works that document
Jewish history in BC. Full terms of reference for this competition
will be published shortly on our website and in the next issue of The
Chronicle. Stay tuned for further information!

Essays of up to 10,000 words will be considered by an anonymous
evaluation committee appointed by the board of the JMABC. The
award will be $500 and will alternate between faculty/graduate
students in one year, and undergraduate students in the other. This
year, we welcome submissions from faculty and graduate students.
For information about the diverse holdings of the BC Jewish
Community Archives, or to schedule an archives tour, please contact
Alysa Routtenberg, Archivist at: archives@jewishmuseum.ca. Many of
our holdings are also available for perusal online at:
archives.jewishmuseum.ca
The deadline for submission is December 15, 2016.
Prize winners will be announced in March 2017.
Please send essay submissions to archives@jewishmuseum.ca with
the subject line: JMABC Essay Prize 2017 - <Your Name>

Photo: Northern Pacific Railwaymen in front of engine,
Huntting-Merritt, circa 1920. Photographer: Leonard Frank.
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Feeding
Community
It’s no secret that food holds an important place in Jewish tradition,
not merely as a source of nourishment but also a means of conveying
cultural and family memory from one generation to the next. When
we talk about food, other interesting topics have a way of filtering
in: gender roles, migration patterns, sustainability, persecution,
economics... Food is about more than it appears to be on first blush.

Secondly, planning has begun for The Savoury & Sweet Supper Club,
a series of communal dinners here at the JMABC where guests will
have the opportunity to cook together and eat together, learning
recipes from an international assortment of Jewish traditions. Keep
your eye on our email newsletter for your first chance to sign up for
these sessions next year.

The Jewish Museum and Archives of BC is excitedly developing
Feeding Community, a new series of public programs that will take a
deep dive into the complexities of food.

Additional components of Feeding Community will be announced in
the coming months, so stay tuned!

Feeding Community will be launching in Summer 2017 and will
take a variety of forms. Firstly, The Kitchen Stories is a podcast
series exploring the importance of food in Jewish culture. This
summer, we are fortunate to have two Museum Assistants working
on this project, Alisa Lazear and April Thompson. Their time
on this project has been made possible, respectively, through the
Goverment of Canada programs Canada Summer Jobs and Young
Canada Works.
9

Michael Schwartz
Coordinator of Programs and Development

April Thompson

Alisa Lazear

Museum Assistant

Museum Assistant

I was interested in working for the Jewish
Museum and Archives of BC because they
are one of the few non-profit organizations
in Vancouver doing great work with online
exhibition formats.

When Michael chatted with me about the
premise of this project, it seemed to be
something I would really enjoy being a part
of. Who wouldn’t be interested in a project
about food?!

When I first sat down with Michael Schwartz
he spoke about the Feeding Community
project and his ambitions for a dynamic
podcast series on food. Though this wasn’t
an online exhibition as I had imagined, it
was in that same realm of using alternative
modes of access & engagement which
excited me.

I was a bit nervous about going out into the
community and gathering stories since I had
no formal experience doing so, but food is
such a digestible topic and so I knew it would
be a great first step into that world.

Did I have experience with oral history? No.
Did I know anything about Jewish Food?
Absolutely not. But what I love about the
project was that from the outset it was
about learning more -- not just for myself
but for the participants, the interviewees,
for everyone involved.
Podcasts have been around for a while
now, but they are still relatively new
territory in the sense that their boundaries
are constantly being pushed. Unlike the
historicity attached to physical museum
exhibitions, or the standards that come
with formal oral history projects, Podcasts
are not loaded with the weight of rules. The
beautiful thing about a podcast is that it is
many different things combined -- reportage,
biography, entertainment, education -- yet
it is also a thing of its own, independent
of these constituents and able to weave
between them.
Working for the JMABC has required a level
of “field work” that was totally new to me.
Learning how to negotiate the sensitivities
around probing into deeply personal stories
and histories has been a huge learning curve.
Food has been a wonderful lens through
which to do this. It is something so quotidian,
so exposed but at the same time incredibly
personal. People’s relationship to food, how
they remember significant moments around
food, becomes a larger articulation of their
worldview, selfhood and interiority. I have
been humbled by the stories that have been
shared with me so far and I am excited to
see them come to life when The Kitchen
Stories podcast is launched.

However, I have to remind myself that this
project is less about food, and more about
exposing the complex histories and stories
of the communities living in Vancouver.
People love talking food things like gathering
ingredients, cooking, and setting the table,
but it can be challenging to go beneath the
surface and shed light onto the deeper more
personal aspects of people’s lives. How do
I get to those stories with a 30 - 60min
interview with someone I’ve just met? This
side of the project has been a fun challenge
for me and I enjoy putting into practice
interview methods and tactics that I have
been learning about.
Beyond the obvious attraction of doing
a project on food, I am very passionate
about this project because it provides an
opportunity to offer a voice to people who
may not otherwise be heard. Who are the
people in our Jewish community that are not
always seen or talked about? You often hear
about how Vancouver can be a hard place
to meet people. In some ways, I believe that
it can be difficult to “find your people”, but
as someone who actively tries to go against
this idea by hosting events in the Jewish
young adult community, this project is also
another way in which I can try to break
that illusion. Challenging misconceptions,
creating accessible educational platforms,
and building community are some of the
things I find most meaningful in life. I am
able to build on those by working together
with a supportive and inspiring team on The
Kitchen Stories.

Photo opposite: Perla Franco Benezra, Leon (Yehuda) Benezra, and Raymond Benezra,
grandparents and uncle of Carol Herbert, and founding vendors at Pike Place Market in
Seattle, circa 1910. Courtesy Carol Herbert.
Above: April (front) and Alisa in the studio at CiTR.
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Sponsorship
Opportunities
All JMABC programs are made possible through the generous support of our members and donors. In the coming
year, we will be embarking on many exciting programs, some of which are profiled in the pages of this issue.
Sponsoring a JMABC program is a unique opportunity to increase awareness of your organization while helping to
preserve the history of Jews in BC. To learn more, please contact Michael Schwartz, Coordinator of Programs and
Development at: mschwartz@jewishmuseum.ca

The Kitchen Stories
This podcast series, set to debut in Summer 2017, will document the important
role that food plays in preserving cultural identity among BC Jews. Listeners will
meet professional and amateur cooks, balaboostas, farmers, entrepreneurs, and
foodies; people from all over the world who now call British Columbia their home.
We compare the food traditions of Ashkenazi and Sephardi Jews, including the
unique traditions of Persian, South American, and South African families.
An ideal opportunity for a restaurant, caterer, or food lover to support.
$1,000 per episode with the goal of 12 episodes per season.

The South African Diaspora
Oral History Project
This initiative seeks to create a comprehensive record of the lives of Jewish
South African expatriates now living in British Columbia. Over the coming
decade, the JMABC will interview as many as possible of the over 1,000 members
of this sub-community, documenting their experience prior to arriving in Canada,
and the contributions they have made in the years since.
$8,000 per year.

The Savoury & Sweet Supper Club
As part of our Feeding Community series, the Savoury & Sweet Supper Club
will provide opportunities to learn recipes and food traditions from Jewish
community members. Guests will cook and dine together, sharing in hands-on
learning of community heritage.
The JMABC is seeking sponsors to provide funding or in-kind food donations to
support this valuable educational program.
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OAKRIDGE
From the late 1940’s through the mid 1970’s, Oakridge
was the heart of the Vancouver Jewish Community. In
the immediate post-war years, the newly cleared area
appealed to young parents looking for an affordable
neighbourhood in which to raise their children. Jewish
community facilities soon cropped up nearby along Oak
Street. It was a period of affluence and optimism, a
time of warm childhood memories for the Baby Boom
generation.
In our latest online exhibit, we delve into community
memories of this place and time, the last time our
community had such a large concentration of families
and institutions in one walkable neighbourhood.
Under development for three years, this exhibit is built
on the bedrock of over a dozen oral history interviews,
and we have made an effort to let these community
members speak for themselves. The result is one we are
very proud of, an intricate record of an important period
in our community history.
Join us for the exhibit launch:

EXHIBIT LAUNCH
Wednesday, November 23
7:00 pm - 9:00 pm
following our
Annual General Meeting
at the JMABC
6184 Ash Street
RSVP to info@jewishmuseum.ca
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Public Programs Calendar
SPECIAL
EVENTS
Oakridge Exhibit Launch
Join us for a special event celebrating
the launch of our latest online exhibit,
OAKRIDGE. In the post-war period,
this newly established neighbourhood
became the heart of Vancouver’s Jewish
Community, a title it arguably still holds
despite drastic changes over the past
three decades.
Wednesday, November 23, 7pm
following the AGM
at the JMABC
6184 Ash Street

South African Diaspora
Oral History Workshops
As part of our efforts to document the
experiences of community members
of South African descent, we will be
hosting two sets of training workshops.
If you would like to join us as a volunteer
interviewer, please RSVP to
info@jewishmuseum.ca to let us know
which pair of sessions you will be
attending.
SET ONE
Tuesday & Thursday, November 1 & 3
4 - 6pm
SET TWO
Monday & Wednesday, November 14 & 16
4 - 6pm
all sessions will be held at the JMABC
6184 Ash Street

Mountain View Cemetery
Infant Headstone
Unveiling
As part of the recent restoration of
the Jewish section of Mountain View
Cemetery, we learned that there are
graves for 87 infants and young children
who were either stillborn or died of
maladies early in life. New headstones
have been crafted to commemorate these
children, and we invite you to join us for
their unveiling this fall. The brief ceremony
will be followed by free walking tours.
Sunday, September 11
Ceremony at 11am
Tours begin at noon.
Mountain View Cemetery - Jewish Section
Fraser Street at 37th Avenue
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Meet the pioneers who layed the
foundations of our community and
helped build Vancouver. Join one of
the Jewish Museum and Archives of
BC’s knowledgeable tour guides for an
informative and highly entertaining walk.
2 HOURS
Book a spot in advance through the
Programs tab on our website:
jewishmuseum.ca

Gastown & Strathcona
Meet at 700 East Pender at the corner of
Heatley.
Sunday, September 18, 11am
Friday, September 30, 10am

Mountain View Cemetery

ANNUAL
GENERAL
MEETING
Please join us for the
Annual General Meeting of the
Jewish Historical Society of BC
Wednesday, November 23
6pm.
6184 Ash Street

To stay in the loop on all our public
programs, sign up for our email newsletter,
delivered roughly once-a-month. You can
sign up by clicking the “connect” tab on
our website, jewishmuseum.ca

WALKING
TOURS

Followed by light refreshments and
the launch of our new online exhibit,
OAKRIDGE.

Meet at the gates to the Old Jewish
Cemetery at the northwest corner of 37th
and Fraser.
Sunday, September 11, 12pm

Archives Tours
The BC Jewish Community Archives are
the heart of the JMABC, the place where
the treasures of our community’s history
are housed. This impressive facility is truly
a sight to behold and we are very pleased
to share it with you. Join archivist Alysa
Routtenberg for a tour of some of the
highlights of our collection.
Sunday, October 30, 11am
Sunday, November 27, 11am
The BC Jewish Community Archives
11120 Horseshoe Way
Richmond, BC

Tributes

MAZEL TOV
Andi and Mark Babins, in honour of the birth
of their grandson Logan Ryder.
Sue and Lee Cohene
Shmulik Carmeli, in honour of his birthday.
Lynne Fader
Iris and Phil Dayson, in honour of their new
grandson.
Noemi and Bill Gruenthal
Irene and Mort Dodek, in honour of their
65th anniversary.
Bertie Beiser and Allan Black, Jane
Cherry, Elaine and Ed Epstein, Susan Ruth
Freedman, Maryke Gilmore, Mi-Jung Lee
Robin and Jeff Gelfer, in honour of their 30th
anniversary.
Shelley and Perry Seidelman
Doreen Globman, in honour of her special
birthday.
Naomi and Irv Caruso
Bill Gruenthal, in being honoured by
Jewish Seniors Alliance as an outstanding
community volunteer.
JMABC Board and Staff, Sara Ciacci.
Hailey and Mike Hartmann, in honour of the
birth of their son Logan Ryder.
Sue and Lee Cohene
Kara Mintzberg and Josh Gibbons, in honour
of the birth of their daughter, Nomi.
Noemi and Bill Gruenthal, Josefa
Michaelson, Tamara and Eugene Signer,
JMABC Board and staff
Rachel and Ezra Shanken, in honour of the
birth of their sons.
JMABC Board
Shael Smith, in honour of his special
birthday.
Irene Gutmann, Sasha Budlovsky and family
Fred Swartz, in honour of his 85th birthday.
Brenda and Ron Appleton
Gail and Richard Wenner, in honour of the
birth of their grandson Levi Isaac.
Sue and Lee Cohene

SYMPATHY

SUSTAINERS OF THE ARCHIVES

Edith and Ira Berlin, condolences.
Sue and Lee Cohene

Ralph Aknin

Doug and Donna Bryman, in memory of his
mother Henrietta.
Marcy Babins

David Berger

Annie and Ron Coblin, in memory of his
brother David.
Marcy and Steve Babins

Boris Chenkis

Alisa Franken, in memory of her aunt Evelyn
Huberman.
JMABC Board and staff

Diamond Foundation

Horatio Kemeny and Family, in memory of his
father, Robert.
JMABC staff

Joanne Emerman

Judy Kornfeld, in memory of Betty Divinsky.
Brenda and Ron Appleton
Andrea and Yossi Kowaz, in memory of her
sister, Fern Rogow.
Sue and Lee Cohene
Leonoff Family, in memory of Cyril.
Jana Abramson, Noemi and Bill Gruenthal,
Arlene and Larry Leonoff, Sandi Karmel
and Larry Garfinkel, Kara Mintzberg, Joice
Myers, Leah Neaman, Vicki and Michael
Northy, Shelley and Perry Seidelman, Walter
Sussel, Ronnie Tessler, Ellen and Barrie
Yackness, Jennifer Yuhasz, Cathi and Ralph
Zbarsky

Gary Averbach
Gordon Brandt
Marty Charach
Ben and Esther Dayson Charitable
Foundation
Irene and Mort Dodek
Myer Dumansky
Sharon and Ed Fitch
Felicia Folk
Alisa and Sheldon Franken
Chris Friedrichs
Bernice Goldberg
Dora Golden
David Goldman and Penny Sprackman Goldman Investments
Noemi and Bill Gruenthal
Michael James
Carol and Terry Kline
Intercity Investment Group
Vanessa and Manny Kursan
Gerald Lecovin

Avie Perel-Panar, in memory of his mother
Frances.
Shelley and Perry Seidelman

Michael Levy

David Skulski, in memory of his daughter.
Noemi and Bill Gruenthal

Leon Menkis

Lohn Foundation
Tony Mammon
Larry and Tyla Meyer
Rabbi Dan Moscovitz

WITH APPRECIATION
Catherine Youngren.
Shirley Cohn

Rochelle Moss
Neal Nep
Phill Sanderson
Shelley and Perry Seidelman

DONATIONS
Darlene and Richard Ames, Surella Ames,
Anonymous, Gary Averbach, Michael
Averbach, Shirley Barnett, Bonnie and Alan
Belzberg, Esther Chetner, Linda and Gary
Cohen, Sylvia Cristall, The Ben and Esther
Dayson Charitable Foundation, Michael
Eulenberg, Chris Friedrichs, Derek and
Marilyn Glazer, Evelyn and Irving Goldenberg,
Dan Goluboff, Noemi and Bill Gruenthal,
Bill Jeffries, Jewish Genealogical Society
of BC, Marilyn and Robert Krell, Michael
Levy, Delores Luber, John McAlpine, DinaHasida Mercy, Rochelle Moss, Jenny and
Jack Rootman, Shelley and Perry Seidelman,
Cynthia Singer, Penny Sprackman, Stanley
Sunshine, Frances Switzer, Ronnie and Barry
Tessler, Sam Winter, Catherine Youngren,
Yosef Wosk.

Arnold and Anita Silber
Herb Silber
Robert and Darlene Spevakow
Lotti and Shael Smith
Ralph Swartz
Ronnie and Barry Tessler

NEW MEMBERS
Ellen Becker, Sidney Bell, Bev Cooper,
Marilyn and Derek Glazer, Irene Gutmann,
Evelyn and Irving Goldenberg, Stephen
Henney, Robin James, Esther Karmel, Evelyn
Lazare, Tilley Levine, Alicia Matas, Josefa
Michaelson, Leslie Mickelson, Bev Segal,
Debbie Stein, Donna Welstein, Mark White,
Sam Winter.
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Mystery Photo

Thank you to everyone who helped us
identify the choir singers in our last
mystery photo, and the many people
pictured in recent mystery photos
published in the Jewish Independent.

This month we have another mystery
photo from the Beth Israel choir, this time
from the early 1970s. If you know who any
of the singers pictured are, please let us
know!

Check our blog for responses we’ve
recieved: jewishmuseum.ca/blog

You can reach us at: 604.257.0511 or info@
jewishmuseum.ca
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